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If the confidence score of the candidate indirect
speech segment is less than a threshold, then the
candidate indirect speech segment is determined
to be an indirect speech segment (i.e., the
indirect speech segment is not a direct speech
message). In some implementations, the
confidence score threshold that is used in this
determination is less than or equal to a
predetermined confidence score threshold. A
detected indirect speech segment may be labeled
as a detected indirect speech segment without
classifying the detected indirect speech segment
as either an indirect speech segment or a direct
speech message segment. The direct speech
message segment(s) (402) can be identified in the
input indirect speech message (i.e., the candidate
indirect speech segment). In some
implementations, the direct speech message
segment(s) can be identified by extracting from
the candidate indirect speech segment(s) a
content clause of the candidate indirect speech
segment and a verb form of the candidate indirect
speech segment. The direct speech message
segment(s) may be identified as a direct speech
segment according to a direct speech segment
identification algorithm. The direct speech
segment identification algorithm can determine
the direct speech segment(s) from the content
clause and the verb form of the candidate indirect
speech segment. As described above, the direct
speech segment identification algorithm may
process the candidate indirect speech segment
by: (1) identifying a pronoun in the candidate
indirect speech segment, (2) identifying a content
clause of the candidate indirect speech segment,
and (3) identifying a verb form of the candidate
indirect speech segment.
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Software

direct and indirect speech for pc is a basic text to
speech software. using this app, you can use any
kind of block of text for reading out aloud. text

can be selected from the file manager, clipboard
or by scanning with the built-in ocr. the

application can also be used to create text by just
writing it out. apart from this, the text can be

saved as audio in which you can also customize
output settings such as bit-rate. direct and
indirect speech application is a simple yet

powerful text to speech converter. it is designed
in such a way that you can use this as a basic text

editor. it can be used to read out any selected
block of text, or entire document for example, and

comes with some basic options like play/pause.
you can also apply some cool and funky sound

effects to the voices. apart from this, the text can
be saved as audio in which you can also

customize output settings such as bit-rate. if you
are a vlogger or a youtube blogger, then you must

be the one who has used any of the text to
speech software. some of the people might think
that it is not the best software to record videos.
but with the direct and indirect speech software,
you can read out the entire text or any selected

block of text for example. you can also select any
random block of text and place it between the
reporting and reported speech. you can also

change the pronoun of the direct speech
according to the rules described in the table

below. put the conjunction that between reporting
and reported speech. change the reporting verbs
as per the rules. change the pronoun form as per

the basic pronoun changing rules in indirect
speech. change the words denoting place or time
in direct speech accordingly in indirect speech.

follow all other basic rules. 5ec8ef588b
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